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Abstract: The realm of big data has brought new venues for knowledge acquisition, but also
major challenges including data interoperability and effective management. The great volume
of miscellaneous data renders the generation of new knowledge a complex data analysis process.
Presently, big data technologies provide multiple solutions and tools towards the semantic analysis
of heterogeneous data, including their accessibility and reusability. However, in addition to learning
from data, we are faced with the issue of data storage and management in a cost-effective and
reliable manner. This is the core topic of this paper. A data lake, inspired by the natural lake, is a
centralized data repository that stores all kinds of data in any format and structure. This allows any
type of data to be ingested into the data lake without any restriction or normalization. This could
lead to a critical problem known as data swamp, which can contain invalid or incoherent data that
adds no values for further knowledge acquisition. To deal with the potential avalanche of data,
some legislation is required to turn such heterogeneous datasets into manageable data. In this article,
we address this problem and propose some solutions concerning innovative methods, derived from a
multidisciplinary science perspective to manage data lake. The proposed methods imitate the supply
chain management and natural lake principles with an emphasis on the importance of the data life
cycle, to implement responsible data governance for the data lake.
Keywords: data lakes; data governance; sustainability; supply chain management; natural
lake; ecosystem

1. Introduction
With the realm of big data as a source of new knowledge extraction through data analysis and
mining techniques, machine learning, correlation, and cluster analysis techniques, data heterogeneity
and interoperability are common challenges. Ontologies and Finable, Accessible, Interoperable,
and Reusable (FAIR) systems are presently able to handle these challenges effectively [1]. However,
another challenge is rising, concerning the data volume and storage lifespan. In the past few decades,
due to the vast amount of data being generated each second, data storage systems and analytical
tools play a vital role in the big data ecosystem. They facilitate the processes of storing, manipulating,
analyzing, and accessing structured and unstructured data (J. Dixon. Pentaho, Hadoop, and data lakes.
https://jamesdixon.wordpress.com/2010/10/14/pentaho-hadoop-and-data-lakes/, 2010).
Among modern data storage systems and repositories, we are primarily interested here in data
lakes, designed to store a large volume of data in any format and structure. The data lake is a
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recent generation of storage systems conceived as data repositories to propose a flexible platform for
data storage, access exploration, and analysis [2,3]. Because their existing features can handle data
heterogeneity, they provide means to generate new knowledge and identify data patterns from large
amounts of data, independently of their format and structure. According to Fang, a data lake is a
cost-efficient data storage system enabled by the new generation of data management technologies to
master big data problems and improve data analyzing process from ingestion, storage, exploration
and exploitation of data in their native format to mining information and extract new knowledge
from massive unstructured data [4]. A data lake uses a flat architecture to collect and store data, on a
platform initially based on Apache Hadoop (Highly Available Object-Oriented Data Platform) which
is a beneficial big data tool [5,6].
As mentioned above, a data lake operates as a central repository which loads data in no-schema
approach. This means that the data is ingested into the data lake without predefined structure and
the schema is defined only at the time of data usage and data querying. This approach is known
as schema-on-read or “late bindings” and is the opposite of schema-on-write which is common in
data warehouse [4,7]. In data lakes, the “extreme volume” of raw data is stored and processed
at the lowest possible cost, unlike data warehouses that load large scale of “cleansed” data in a
more costly manner [4]. According to Sawadogo and Darmont, a data lake could be viewed as a
form of data warehouse that collects multiple structured data with minimum operational cost before
extract-transform-Load (ETL) process or as a global storage system that contains a data warehouse for
enhancing data life cycle monitoring with “cross-reference analyses” [7].
A successful data lake must satisfy properties concerning data handling and management such as:
cost-effective and flexible ingestion, storage, processing, data access, and “applicable data governance
policies” [8].
In general, data lakes contain heterogeneous and multi-modal data that renders its analysis
complex, and sets requirements for rigorous processes to maintain and ensure data integrity from its
storage to its exploitation. This will allow us to improve the data quality for data scientists and to
decrease the cost of data storage and risk. Hence the concept of data governance has resurfaced to
support the mastering of data management, to control data quality, and improve business intelligence
in insurable manners [9]. Nevertheless, the life cycle of data that enters a data lake is seldom accounted
for. There is a strong need to conceive, define, and implement data governance mechanisms, to handle
proper data retention and minimize the risk of data swamps.
According to Madera and Laurent, “data governance is concerned with the data life cycle, quality
and security of data“ [2] in any storage system. Hence it is a fundamental issue in relation to the
data lake authenticity. Data governance disciplines and strategies aim to prevent data lakes from
becoming data swamps or maintaining poor-quality data [10]. These disciplines control or fix data
quality dimensions, like: “accuracy”, “completeness”, “consistency”, “currency” and “uniqueness” to
guarantee validity of data [11] and complement data management [12,13]. In the big data ecosystem,
many governance mechanisms have been proposed to guarantee the veracity and accuracy of the data
value. In particular, Abraham, Schneider, and Vom Brocke [14] distinguish three categories for data
governance mechanisms which are frequently implemented for data management:
•
•
•

Structural mechanism in references to the governance structures
Procedural mechanism related to the policies for data management
Relational mechanism concerned with stockholder communications

With reference to this specification, some researchers define some standards or guidelines to
manage data in data repositories [15]. Others like Yebenes and Zorrilla [16] propose frameworks
for big data management. Some researchers put the emphasis on communication agreements to
deploy feasible data governance [17]. Since data access can be a strong competitive advantage for any
organization and is shared to exchange information, Van den Broek and Van Veenstra [18] presented
some regulations to govern and balance data contributions. Data governance plays an important
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role in improving self-service business intelligence in the big data era [19]. Consequently, beneficial
data governance guidelines could minimize the risk of poor data quality in data mining processes
and improve its accuracy [10]. Data governance assessment improves the strategy frameworks
for deploying successful data governance with respect to relevant focus areas [20]. A practical
data governance framework, with a focus on data quality, increases confidence in exploration and
exploitation of the data [13] and monitors data quality efforts in a sustainable manner [21]
All proposed mechanisms for data governance, concentrate on setting principles, roles,
and structures to improve data quality and data lake security. The data life cycle management
is one of the most important reasons for applying data governance in each data repository. However,
the influence of data lifespan on proper data quality strategies for deleting or preserving data in the
data lake has received little attention, even though mortality and life expectancy of data in the data
lake is a serious issue when it comes to increasing the productivity of the data lake.
In this paper, we start from the assumption and claim that data governance implementation
concerning the data life cycle, could influence the general purification of data repositories from
useless data.
The concept of data lake is defined as a system with multiple components that are derived from
natural lake definition. Hence, some data governance policies or regulation methodologies have been
extracted from systematic approaches or natural mechanisms to preserve and destroy data throughout
their life cycle. This viewpoint provides enormous capabilities to govern a data lake effectively. In this
article, we propose two solutions that are respectively derived from drawing analogies with (1) nature
ecosystems and (2) the concept of the supply chain to address data lakes and their governance issues.
Our approach is based on a comparison of the dynamics, life cycles, and operations within those two systems
with those needed for data lakes. We show that such perspectives provide paradigms for optimizing data lake
performance, and we describe some methods for sustainable data governance.
Nature ecosystem analogy. Let us consider living organisms and particularly the DNA.
The information is determined by the activity of the “reader”. The data which is not read is not
used (the principle). The data is not systematically destroyed after a “not-being-read” period, but if
such a period becomes long, then the data is weakened and may disappear. Also, if the data is
frequently read, then it is consolidated and solidified even if this can have a penalizing effect, later on.
What can happen in such situations, is that the individual or the species can disappear. However,
at the same time, chance can create new data and multiply it. These are the characteristics of living
things that can generate new data automatically. This “natural” mechanism can be implemented on
data governance in the data lake. Please note that the notions of “long” or “chance” would then clearly
need to be instantiated and specified. Systematic approach analogy. The goal of a systematic approach
is to identify the most efficient means to generate consistent and optimum results [22]. Such approaches,
implemented in the supply chain domain, are another analogy we draw to address our objectives.
For instance, Chen and Huang [22] use a systematic approach to recognize the interaction between
supply chain’s members as system elements. To do so, they decompose the supply chain participants
into sub-groups and sub-system elements and enhance the supply chain structure to represent a
complex system that will improve coordination and integration among supply chain elements.
Indeed, the strategies and methodologies which are frequently used in supply chain management
bring practical paradigms for promoting service quality and resolving customer affairs issues. If we
consider a data lake as a supply chain and, consequently data as a product, we could define a set of
hybrid policies for improving data quality and thus reach an optimal data lake state. For example,
lean management strategies provide some approaches to minimize additional costs and eliminate
wastes in a data lake just by defining the costly activities or non-valuable data [23]. Similarly, a strategy
frequently used in the supply chain such as “agile management”, will improve the responsibility and
flexibility of the data lake with regard to user requirements with high quality of service even in critical
situations [23].
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Those two frameworks can be viewed as effective paradigms for managing the data life cycle,
and its governance to ensure its viability. In the following, we postulate that with the assumption that
data lakes are comparable to natural lakes and to supply chains, the processes derived from nature
and supply chain management can be extrapolated to data management in repositories such as data
lakes. Based on this positioning, we present a general analogy and comparison between supply chain
management, natural lakes, and data lakes and identify similar aspects and components. Then, based
on those similarities we propose new methodologies to improve data lake’s validity.
2. Our Approach and Contribution
Based on the definition of a “system”, the ecosystem and supply chain are both considered
intelligent systems that contain several components and are governed by specific rules and disciplines.
A data lake is conceptually inspired by a natural lake. Consequently, all concepts that are frequently
used in the data lake, originate from a natural lake ecosystem. From another perspective, supply chain
management provides some appropriate concepts and processes that are also applicable to data lake
management and data governance.
Our study is based on the position that a data lake as a system, has many common and comparable
elements with supply chains and natural ecosystems. Dealing with diverse and heterogeneous data in
data lakes—like products in supply chains or species in ecosystems—requires hybrid solutions and
methods for data management which can be accurately determined. In line with our focus on the
data life cycle, we put the emphasis on designing practical methods to preserve valid data in the data
lake and remove invalid or obsolete ones from the data lake. For instance, it is logical that some data
will be separated from the data lake, like a defective product in supply chain. The data can also be
brought back to the data lake or kept after its usage, like a reusable or recyclable product in close-loop
or reverse supply chain [24] or like the information in backward flow across the chain. This addresses
which data is concerned.
In addition, a key challenge lies in the evaluation of data usage during their lifespan, because a
data lake stores data that may be retrieved or queried in the future, rather than serving an immediate
need [25].
We would assume that data acts like products in the supply chain or water in a natural lake. Hence,
they have a probabilistic lifespan and may be valid and useful (i.e., have high value for exploration
and exploitation) or invalid and obsolete (i.e., have no value and increase the risk of data swamp).
Therefore, to avoid storing invalid data and managing the data life cycle, we tackle the challenge of
the data life expectancy by drawing analogies with processes used in the supply chain and ecosystem
to govern data lakes.
The questions are then:
•
•
•

Which aspects of the data lake are comparable with natural lake and supply chain?
Which strategies should be derived from nature and supply chain for data governance?
How should these strategies be generalized to a data lake?
In this article, we contribute some first research positions, by:

•
•
•

Providing comparisons between a data lake, an ecosystem, and a supply chain (Element
by Element);
Relying on supply chain management strategies for data governance (Systematic Manner);
Imitating nature principals to manage the data life cycle (Natural Manner).

3. Comparing Data Lake, Ecosystem and Supply Chain
Each system consists of different components that work effectively together to achieve certain
goals under deterministic or probabilistic restrictions and conditions. Furthermore, each system applies
strategies to optimize different objective functions and improve overall performance. The performance
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of this system is evaluated according to several criteria to examine how many optimal levels have
been fulfilled.
As previously mentioned, an ecosystem and the supply chain inherently act as a system, and in
many aspects are comparable with each other. Similarly, a data lake, as a centralized storage system,
behaves in accordance with analogous systematic paradigms. Regarding this point, we have elaborated
tables that compare supply chain, data lake, and ecosystem with each other, thus explaining the
relationship we identified between a set of concepts. Tables 1 and 2 present a general comparison of
the three systems.

Supply Chain

Natural Lake
(Species and Ecosystems)

Data Lake

Members/Levels

Supplier
Manufacturer
Distributor
Retailer
Customer

Ecosystem Components
(Animals, Plants, Microorganisms)
Biological processes
(Breed, Birth, Growth and Death)
Ecological processes
(Eat and be Eaten)

Ingestion stage
Storage stage
Processing stage
Access stage
Final user

Commodity (Forward Flow)
Information (Backward Flow)

Biodiversity (Species diversity)
Ecological complexity (More Species More complex)
Biomass

Lean SCM
Agile SCM
Postponement SCM
Speculation SCM
Green Supply Chain

Species evolution
(Mutation, Recombination, Drift, Selection)
Competition
Parasitism (Negative association)
Mutualism (Positive association)
Predation

Metadata management
Data management
Data Governance

Cost minimization
Sales maximization
Profit maximization
Lead time minimization

At species level:
Maximize reproduction and survive (Fitness)
At ecosystem level:
Maximize resilience

Cost minimization
Fill rate maximization
Response time
minimization

Objective Functions

Management
Strategies

Module

Products

Table 1. Analogy of Supply Chain, Ecosystem and Data Lake.

Data

Following the structure of Tables 1 and 2, we develop the different analogies further.
3.1. Supply Chain and Data Lake
Formally, a supply chain is a corporation of different entities such as manufacturers, suppliers,
distributors, and retailers that cooperate to provide specific products or services for consumers [26].
To create a profitable supply chain, all members of the chain should be vertically integrated with all
parties being coordinated across the optimal goal of the chain [27]. One of the major considerations in
supply chain management is the integration of all members towards a global goal, and the improvement
of the product flow and information across the chain. According to Simchi-Levi, Kaminsky &
Simchi-Levi, Delfmann & Albers and Harland [28–30], supply chain management includes managerial
techniques and processes to integrate all members of the chain, from suppliers to retailers, to minimize
whole system expenditures, improve chain profit and increase service levels satisfaction. The first
step in supply chain management is to define the objective functions of the chain that optimize the
decision variables which are characterized by the supply chain manager.
Typically, supply chain objective functions intend to minimize expenditures [31,32], wastes,
maintenance and storage cost, inventory cost, lead time and customer service time [33], and to
maximize profit, coverage demand, and service levels [32]. The fundamental goal of supply chain
management is to add value and provide a clear competitive advantage to enhance chain productivity
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and efficiency. Meanwhile, to design, manage and evaluate an integrated supply chain, some major
modules need to be accurately defined [34] :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chain members and their responsibilities (components or participants)
Product
Management strategies
Objective function
Decision variables
Constraints
Risks
Qualitative performance measurement

As Tables 1 and 2 show all these modules which have been characterized for the supply chain
could also be defined for a data lake if we consider it as an integrated system with certain components
and stages.
Table 2. Problem Specifications of Supply Chain, Ecosystem and Data Lake

Qualitative Performance
Measurement

Risks

Constraints

Decision Variables

Module

Supply Chain

Location
Allocation
Order quantity
Volume
Service sequence
Number of levels(stages)
Number of facilities
Budget
Number of warehouses
Number of active facilities
Capacity
Service compliance
Lead time
Risk of losing the customer
Risk of defective product
Risk of information failure
Risk of quality failure
Risk of overstock products
Risk of high delay time
Risk of machine failure
Customer satisfaction
Transaction satisfaction
Flexibility
Information integration
Lead time minimization
Supplier performance
Manufacture performance
Transportation performance

Natural Lake
(Species and Ecosystems)

Homeostasis

Lake emergence
Perturbations
Global changes

Strong perturbations

Species richness
Ecosystems functions
Resilience

Data Lake

Service sequence
Number of sets
Number of data scientists
Number of reservoirs

Number of data set
Capacity
Data gravity
Data governance principles
Service compliance

Data failure
Machine failure
Security
Unreliable data
Access control
Risk of machine failure

Data quality
Data lake flexibility
Better data acquisition
Quick access to raw data
Data preservation
Agility

With respect to the first module, each member (level) of the supply chain is responsible for
the specific task of enhancing the value of the whole chain. Suppliers must provide the best raw
material, manufacturers must produce high-quality products, distributors are responsible for logistics
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management and retailers improve the service levels for the final customers. The result of the member’s
collaboration is the optimal and integrated supply chain with high customer satisfaction. Likewise,
according to LaPlante & Sharma [35], four major functions are described for data lakes, from data
entry to its preparation for the final user (typically data scientists). These functions are divided into
four principal stages: ingestion, storage, processing, and access stages which organize data in levels.
Ingestion management, controls of data sources (where data come from), data storage (where data
are stored), and the data arrival time (when data arrive). Ravat & Zhao [36] also proposed a “data
lake functional architecture”, which is structured with four main zones: Raw data zone, process zone,
access zone, and governance zone. Regarding these proposed architectures for data lake, we can
consider data lake as a supply chain that collects, generates, transfers, and delivers data from several
resources to the final users.
The second module is product. The major products in the supply chain are commodities in
forward flow and information in backward flow. However, in the data lake, the products are data
that can be considered to be commodities or information in the supply chain. Considering this point,
the main products of the data lake are the data with an appropriate management plan from their
ingestion level to the information extraction.
In the third module of Table 1, the main purpose of this comparison is management strategies,
that are defined as a set of improvement plans and patterns which are used for enhancing
system performance and providing the specific principles and objectives to reach the goals [37,38].
Consequently, all other modules in the supply chain, like: parameters, objective function, decision
variables, and constraints of the chain, will be determined based on a relevant strategy. For example,
green strategies are applied to the supply chain, to minimize the environmental cost and maximize the
green-conscious customer satisfaction [39,40]. Similarly, for data lake management, some strategies,
like data governance and metadata management, are frequently used to accomplish definitive goals
and increase data quality.
As mentioned in Table 1, objective function is the important module that impacts on
subsequent decisions in the supply chain management [34]. Accordingly, cost minimization and
profit maximization are two important objectives that the whole supply chain seeks to reach. Similar
objectives are also common in data lakes. The goal of maximizing or minimizing the objective function
is to obtain the optimal value for the decision variables with respect to the constraints of the problem.
The type of these decision variables differs in the supply chain and in the data lake, but they have the
same meaning.
As we can see from Table 2, the number of facilities or warehouses are the critical decision
variables in each supply chain, and making decisions about them is a strategic and long-term
decision [34]. Similarly, in data lakes, the optimal number of repositories or sets must be estimated
accurately. Risk management plays a vital role in system management and is determined according
to the internal and external conditions of each system [41]. In general, the risk of machine failure or
defective product in the supply chain and risk of data swamp and unreliable data in the data lake are the
most prominent risks. Finally, performance evaluation is essential for system development. Therefore,
some evaluation standards are specified according to the characteristics of the systems [27,34].
From both tables showcasing our comparison between the supply chain management and data
lake, it is obvious that both systems have been generated for similar purposes which are:
•
•
•
•

Improving integration between members and information
Reducing waste [3,42,43]
Achieving the agility, flexibility, and sustainability [23,44]
Increasing service levels

Therefore, there are very similar points between the supply chain and the data lake. Thus, it seems
logical that supply chain tools and strategies can be efficient to enhance the data lake performance
and productivity. In this article, we propose to use one of the most successful assessment methods,
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presented in Section 4, used to monitor the environmental performance of the supply chain. We intend
to use it to implement data governance according to the life and death of data in data lakes.
3.2. Ecosystem and Data Lake
In this second analogy, we are considering the lake as an ecosystem filled with numerous living
species. These species are the members of our system. They have different functions. For example,
some species eat others. All species have a common feature: they reproduce and survive. However,
the system is more than the sum of its members, and that is what we will detail.
The ecosystem is seen as an autonomous system whose regulations are not necessarily aimed at
the survival of all species, but to guarantee the homeostasis and resilience of the system. Homeostasis
is permitted by sets of regulations [45]. Biologists consider that resilience is linked to the complexity of
the system, the number of species, and the number of internal regulations [46,47]. Thus, biologists
consider that the more complex the system is, the healthier it is.
In our comparison, the essential point is homeostasis (decision variable in the table), and we
will consider resilience as an underlying property of the system. On the scale of a living organism,
homeostasis operates through a complex set of regulations according to a simple principle of three
functions: a receiver, a control center, and an effector. In the case of an ecosystem, the mechanisms
are more complex [48,49], and the ecologists are currently just able to analyze precisely the relations
between homeostasis and resilience and their role in the stability of the system. For our study, we will
retain that the ecosystem has internal regulatory functions that maximize its survival and good health.
These functions are not determined by a system supervisor, but by the system itself.
The results of the comparison sections demonstrate that a data lake could be defined as an
integrated system based on supply chain terms and ecosystem regulations in which all related members
act coherently. In the next sections, concerning the table interpretation, we distinguish the methods
of data governance in the data lake in two manners: supply chain-based method or systematic
manner and ecosystem-based method or natural manner, to suggest two multidisciplinary solutions
for managing the data life cycle in data repositories such as data lakes.
3.3. Examples
We provide here some detailed examples to illustrate our contribution and to point out to some
further research we will carry out that will rely on the tables we exhibit as a result.
3.3.1. Members/Levels
The supply chain is a connection of multiple dependent or independent members or levels that
contribute to each other with a common goal of adding value to a product or service from sources
to destinations [27]. For example, in a three-level supply chain, the three principal members are:
manufacture, distributor, and retailer [28]. In data lakes, each stage acts as a member in a supply chain
to provide (APIs, data and service endpoints), transport (IP addressing, ...), store (HDFS file system, ...)
and make data accessible for the final users [35]. In biological systems, the levels are those of life,
from DNA sequences to cells, bacteria, species, ... which are called ecosystem components. Therefore,
these members, whether they belong to a supply chain, a data lake, or an ecosystem, are responsible
for product quality and service levels.
3.3.2. Products
A broad range of products exists in the supply chain network, for instance, seasonal products
like clothing, alimentary products like canned food or industrial products like machines, which are
logistically managed with specific standards and fixed lifespan [28].
In biological systems and natural lakes, products can be DNA sequences, species, or biomass
which are reproduced and preserved by certain mechanisms in nature.
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Similarly, in data lakes, data is a targeted product which could be sensor data, web log
data, financial data, human or machine-generated data that must be stored and managed, with a
given logistics.
In all these three systems, products can be considered at different levels of granularity,
as components or complex systems.
3.3.3. Management Strategies
Each supply chain regarding its objective, type of product, structure, and market demand, is
managed with a specific strategy [28]. For example, seasonal or perishable products like clothing or
fresh food respectively, with a very short life cycle, do need concrete planning to increase the product
sale during their lifespan hence agile strategy could be an effective solution [23].
On the other hand for ecological products in the environmental supply chain, some specifications
like a recyclable product or not, and some other considerations along the logistical process lead the
green supply chain to derive numerous solution strategies [39,40] .
In the ecosystem, the main strategies for species evolution are mutation, recombination, selection,
and drift.
In analogy, data in data lake concerning their structure and utility, need to follow certain
regulations, relative to entering a data lake and its possible usages. The goal is to ensure the quality of
the data mining process, by deriving suitable data governance as a management strategy responsible
for guaranteeing data quality.
3.3.4. Objective Functions
Objective functions are defined and aligned with opted management strategies for designing
supply chain networks. For example in the supply chain with seasonal products, the objective function
could be service level maximization or response time minimization; or in the green supply chain,
we would define the minimization of CO2 emission or total cost minimization [50].
On the other hand, the maximization of species reproduction and resilience of the ecosystem are
major considerations of the ecological system.
Thus, the main objective function is related to minimizing poor data quality and maximizing the
customer’s usage rate.
3.3.5. Decision Variables
Regarding the definition of decision variables, a set of decision variables is commonly considered
in supply chain optimization models. For instance, in the seasonal product supply chain, a decision
variable can be the amount ordered, and in the green supply chain, the degree of environmental
protection [50].
Similarly, in the ecosystem, homeostasis is a key decision variable, for which we seek the
optimal value.
In analogy, important decision variables in data lake management are defined as the total amount
of satisfied demands or the number of users that are permitted to access the data lake.
3.3.6. Constraints
Constraints distinguish the scope of the optimization model. For example, the lead time is a
critical constraint in the supply chain with seasonal products, and environmental level constraints are
essential to reason about green supply chains [50].
In the ecosystem, critical constraints like global changes that are induced by some drivers like
CO2 enrichment and biotic invasions, could restrain optimal interactions between species [51].
In a data lake, the laws of gravity and data governance principles are the most important
limitations that describe the problem boundaries.
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3.3.7. Risks
For seasonal products, the risk of losing the customer is definitely of high impact due to the
short lifespan of products. In green supply chains, the risk of the data with destructive effects is
significant [31,41].
Some remarkable risks like hydrologic perturbations which are derived from climate change
could have a serious impact on ecological systems [52].
Thus, in a data lake, storing unreliable data or data failure are major risks.
3.3.8. Qualitative Performance Measurement
Qualitative performance measurement is essential for evaluating any system efficiency, and to
examine actual gaps between the existing and the desired system [27]. For example, customer
satisfaction or rate of Flexibility are characterized as qualitative performance measurements for
seasonal product supply chain, and the degree of adaptation of the chain to environmental standards
for green supply chain [40].
Resilience and optimal ecosystem functionality are important quantitative qualifications which are
determined by diversity measures like response diversity [53].
Similarly, agility, data quality, and data lake flexibility could be determined as fundamental
qualitative measurements to evaluate data lake performance.
4. Data Governance in Supply Chain
Supply chain management is related to strategies and rules that integrate all upstream and
downstream relationships across the chain to generate high levels of value for direct and indirect
participants [54]. Recently, environmental responsibility has received increasing attention as an
inseparable element for every supply chain to remove or reduce the non-biological products that
have a dangerous impact on the environment and natural cycle. Based on these requirements, several
strategies and disciplines, like green supply chain management [39,40] and environmental supply
chain management [55], are defined.
Environmental supply chain management (ESCM) is related to the sustainable strategies that use
life cycle assessments (LCA) from raw materials to final customers and the reverse flow of products
(recycle or disposal) [55]. The LCA is an instrument based on an environmental consideration that
monitors and restricts the destructive environmental effects of a product’s entire life cycle in the supply
chain with specific standards [54,56,57]. Based on such instruments, other completed assessment codes
and procedures, like: PLCA (product life cycle assessment) [58], SLCA (social life cycle assessment) [59]
and LCSA (life cycle sustainability assessment) [58,60], are proposed by different organizations [61].
The purpose of all proposed assessment codes is to regulate the whole procedure throughout the
supply chain, in order to eliminate or minimize the harmful impacts on the environment. Each one
of these standards assesses a specific aspect of the product life cycle, such as social or cost aspects,
for instance. The monitoring of a product’s life cycle with such protocols improves the internal
performance and productivity of the supply chain and consequently expands ecological and social
care with cost-effective products.
Due to the data life cycle in the data lake, such assessment codes could serve as infrastructure
for data governance legislation. Based on this cognition, data assessment is implemented from data
collection to data interpretation, and all poor-quality or useless data, which have no value for data
lake or data mining, will be limited or prevented from entering data lake. From our point of view,
by regulating specific codes for data life cycle assessments (DLCA), data lake will be purified from life
to death of data under strict disciplines.
The International Organization for Standardization (https://www.iso.org) defines ISO 14040
as “Code of Practice” for life cycle assessment which includes four major phases in LCA study [62]:
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The goal and scope definition phase
The inventory analysis phase
The impact assessment phase
The interpretation phase [63]

These phases could be extended for data in the data lake to implement data life cycle assessments
(DLCA). According to the goal and scope definition phase, we should determine which data with
which qualifications is targeted, in order to address target users, system boundary, data category,
and targets for data quality [63]. In the inventory analysis phase, all information about the quality of
input and output data is collected and validated under the life cycle assessment study of data. Then in
the impact phase, all information about the effects of various data quality on the data lake, based
on impact categories and life cycle inventory results, is evaluated. Finally, the impacts of different
data quality on the data lake are interpreted with respect to some features like “validity”, “sensitivity”
and “consistency” of data. The final results are concluded or reported in the interpretation phase.
Consequently, this approach ensures data quality for the data’s lifespan with accurate assessment
protocol [64,65].
5. Data Governance in Natural Ecosystem
For most biologists, the basic building block is the gene. It is the unit that contains living
information. Richard Dawkins [66] explains that living things are made up of genes that reproduce
through envelopes, organisms, which are simple avatars of genes. One may wonder why there are
so many different life forms. We share identical genes with many species (97% homology with great
apes, like chimpanzees or gorillas). Certain fundamental genes, like for example the one that codes
for hemoglobin, for instance, is almost identical in very many species. However, ecosystems are
very diverse, and they appear to us to be relatively stable structures where information seems to be
constantly organized, distributed, and redistributed.
Considering that even before the appearance of the first cells, self-replicating molecules have
existed and living things reproduce with a prolixity far above the level of acceptance of the system.
There are therefore regulations that are carried out by the mechanism of natural selection (only the
ablest survive). Natural selection is the constraint of living things. During reproduction, sexuality
allows the mixing of genes and introduces a factor of chance (in addition to other phenomena
such as, for example, mutations). Thus, the two forces which frame living beings are chance and
necessity (constraint).
Chance does not produce information. It only produces complexity. Necessity is what produces
information [67]. Take moving animals for example, elephants cross a forest to seek a resource.
This action will be repeated over the generations. The first animal makes its way “at random”,
the second also, and so on. Soon enough, paths will exist and will be taken by the following elephants
because it is less expensive in terms of energy to follow a path than to create a new one. Then there will
be a selection of the most practical paths (to bypass natural obstacles, for example). In the end, there
remains a reduced path network that forms an optimum choice for the shortest and least costly path.
This network results from the effect of necessity (go to the least costly). The combined action of chance
and necessity, conditions not only information as it is observed, but also its evolution [67]. If once
again, we take the paths created by the elephants, we can consider that at any moment, the chance can
engage the evolution in a new way, while the necessity will force the new way to remain functional.
6. Conclusions
A data lake, as a complex storage system, needs a variety of methods to govern heterogeneous
data accurately and in a timely manner. In this article, we have proposed some multidisciplinary
approaches, which are natural manner and systematic manner, for data governance in data lake and
argued that supply chain strategies and natural principals could be the effective sources of inspiration
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for data governance in order to assess the life cycle of data from the moment they enter the data lake until
they are destroyed.
First, we provided a comparison table to indicate that the data lake acts as a system and has some
aspects similar to the supply chain and ecosystem, both referred to as a complex system. Therefore,
we considered data in data lakes, like products in the supply chain or species in nature, to draw
similarities and identify proper strategies for data governance.
Then, we proposed two different methods based on systematic methods and natural behaviors to
suggest a new perspective of data governance in the big data environment. Our methodology and
comparative analysis showed that life cycle assessment codes as a systematic approach and revival of
the laws of nature were ideal multidisciplinary approaches to implement sustainable data management
with respect to life and death of data.
Proposed methods are derived from different disciplines and our contribution for comparing
and aligning concepts impacts all data lake components and processes, from data collection to data
exploitation. For these reasons, there are some limitations to examine their concrete exploitation for
data lakes within one single work. We rather consider that this work opens many research avenues to
consider every comparison and every data lake component one by one.
Therefore, with regard to our conclusion, we propose some future case studies for implementing
our work in the real world and evaluating the obtained results.
One study will consider, for instance, data lake performance optimization. For this reason, we
will use the design of Supply Chain Network strategies to define a mathematical model that maximizes
the service level of the data lake; since supply chain management optimizes the profit. For this reason,
a proper strategy like agile strategy will be opted and objective function(s) which maximizes the
service, decision variable(s) such as the amount of satisfied demand, and constraint(s) such as the
capacity or budget will be determined accordingly. Choosing a suitable strategy and designing the
components of a mathematical model is an important challenge that must be carefully considered.
We will implement our proposed framework using real data lake software. We will consider
and evaluate several aspects of data collection, data storage, and data processing in data lakes.
As mentioned in Section 4, for implementing this approach for data life cycle assessment, four major
phases should be determined. In future work, we will develop these four phases in a data lake to
deploy a practical perspective on data governance. However, it is essential to distinguish qualitative
or quantitative measurements for describing valuable and destructive data in order to monitor goodor poor-quality data in the data lake.
Another work with regard to the principal objectives of this article could be inspired by the lean
strategy in the supply chain to minimize the total cost of poor-quality data in data lakes. For this
purpose, we aim to define the cost in the objective function, reducing the impact of all data that have
no value for data lake or increase the risk of the data swamp. Decision variable(s) and constraint(s) for
this mathematical model will be determined, respectively.
Finally, based on our analogy table, we will use biological models to recommend and manage
relevant and promising data localization in the file systems, data crossings, etc., as DNA and biological
materials do in nature.
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